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(54) Wireless base station and communication method

(57) A wireless base station (200) includes: a detec-
tor (202) for detecting radio interference between the
wireless base station and another wireless base station;
and a transiting controller (203) for transiting a state of a
wireless terminal (300), the wireless terminal performing
a wireless communication with the wireless base station
in a first state, to a change state in which a frequency
used between the wireless base station (200) and the
wireless terminal (300) is changed while a communica-
tion connection between the wireless base station and
the wireless terminal is kept to be established, upon de-
tecting the radio interference.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a wireless base
station for performing wireless communication with a
wireless terminal, and a communication method in such
a wireless base station.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As a wireless base station used in a wireless
communication system such as a mobile phone system,
there is suggested an extremely small wireless base sta-
tion whose cover area (i.e. cell radius) is about several
ten meters. Such a small wireless base station is referred
to as a "Home Node B (or HNB)". A cell formed by such
a small wireless base station is referred to as, for exam-
ple, a "femto cell". The cell radius of the femto cell is
extremely small, in comparison with a cell whose cell
radius is about several km to 10km which is generally
referred to as a "macro cell". The cell radius of the femto
cell is extremely small, in comparison with a cell whose
cell radius is about several hundred meters to 1km which
is referred to as a "micro cell".
[0003] The small wireless base station (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "HNB") is supposed to be disposed inside
each user’s home. In apartment buildings such as con-
dominiums, another HNB is also supposed to be further
disposed in a house adjacent to or close to a house where
an HNB is disposed. In this case, the frequency used by
the HNB disposed in the certain house likely interferes
with the frequency used by the another HNB disposed in
the adjacent house. The interference (i.e. radio interfer-
ence) is unfavorable for preferable wireless communica-
tion, so it is desirable to limit or control the radio interfer-
ence.
[0004] As a method of limiting or controlling the radio
interference, there is listed a technology, as one exam-
ple, in which, before the wireless communication is per-
formed between a wireless terminal and the wireless
base station, the mobile terminal itself sequentially noti-
fies the wireless base station of the usage of the wireless
resource of the surrounding other wireless base stations,
and at the same time, the wireless base station uses a
wireless resource other than the wireless resource used
by the surrounding other wireless base stations.
[0005] Patent document 1: Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Laid Open No. 2008-278265

SUMMARY

[0006] However, the aforementioned technology pro-
vides the method of limiting or controlling the radio inter-
ference by an initial operation which is performed before
the wireless terminal and the wireless base station actu-
ally perform the wireless communication. In other words,
the aforementioned technology provides the method of

limiting or controlling the radio interference in advance
at an initial state in which the connection between the
wireless terminal and the wireless base station has not
been established. Therefore, the radio interference can-
not be limited or controlled at the time point at which the
wireless terminal and the wireless base station are actu-
ally performing the wireless communication.
[0007] The radio interference occurs in not only the
HNB (i.e. the wireless base station that covers the femto
cell) but also in various wireless base stations that cover
the macro cell, the micro cell, and the like. Thus, even in
the various wireless base stations that cover the macro
cell, the micro cell, and the like, the radio interference
cannot be limited or controlled at the time point at which
the wireless terminal and the wireless base station are
actually performing the wireless communication.
[0008] Embodiments of the present invention may pro-
vide a wireless base station and a communication meth-
od in which radio interference can be limited or controlled
in a case where wireless communication is performed
between a wireless base station and a wireless terminal.
[0009] According to an aspect of the embodiment, a
wireless base station includes a detector and a transiting
(transitioning) controller.
[0010] The detector detects radio interference be-
tween the wireless base station and another wireless
base station. At this time, the detector may detect the
radio interference between the wireless base station and
the other wireless base station by directly detecting the
degree of the radio interference received from the anoth-
er wireless base station. Alternatively, the detector may
detect the radio interference between the wireless base
station and the another wireless base station by receiving
a message related to the radio interference transmitted
from a wireless terminal which performs wireless com-
munication with the wireless base station. In other words,
the detector may detect the radio interference in various
ways.
[0011] The transiting controller transits (transitions,
changes) a state of the wireless terminal, the wireless
terminal performing the wireless communication with the
wireless base station at the state, to a change state
(changed state, different state), upon detecting the radio
interference (i.e. upon detecting that the radio interfer-
ence occurs between the wireless base station and the
other wireless base station). The change state is a state
in which a frequency used between the wireless base
station and the wireless terminal is changed while a com-
munication connection between the wireless base station
and the wireless terminal is kept to be established (main-
tained).
[0012] According to an another aspect of the embod-
iment, a communication method includes a detecting
process and a transiting process. The detecting process
detects radio interference between the wireless base sta-
tion and another wireless base station. The transiting
process transits a state of the wireless terminal, the wire-
less terminal performing a wireless communication with
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the wireless base station at the state, to a change state,
upon detecting the radio interference (i.e. upon detecting
that the radio interference occurs between the wireless
base station and the other wireless base station). The
change state is a state in which a frequency used be-
tween the wireless base station and the wireless terminal
is changed while a communication connection between
the wireless base station and the wireless terminal is kept
to be established.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one example of
the configuration of a wireless communication sys-
tem in an embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one example of
the structure of a HNB;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating one example of
the structure of an UE;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a flow of operation
of the wireless communication system in the embod-
iment;
FIG. 5 is a table illustrating one example of the data
structure of measurement data indicating the degree
of radio interference which results from another HNB
measured by a radio interference measurement part;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
example in which the operation of the wireless com-
munication system is performed; and
FIG. 7 is a sequence diagram illustrating a flow of
operation of the wireless communication system.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT

[0014] Hereinafter, the embodiment will be explained
with reference to the drawings.

(1) System Configuration Diagram

[0015] With reference to FIG. 1, the configuration of a
wireless communication system 1 in this embodiment will
be explained. FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one
example of the configuration of the wireless communica-
tion system 1 in the embodiment.
[0016] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment includes an NB (Node
B) 100a, an NB 100b, a HNB (Home NodeB) 200a, a
HNB 200b, a HNB 200c, a UE (User Equipment) 300a,
and a UE 300b. Incidentally, the number of the NBs, the
number of the HNBs, and the number of the UEs illus-
trated in FIG. 1 are one example. The number of the NBs,
the number of the HNBs, and the number of the UEs are
not limited to the number illustrated in FIG. 1. Moreover,
hereinafter, for convenience of explanation, if the expla-
nation is given without distinction between the NB 100a
and the NB 100b, they are collectively referred to as a

"NB 100" during the explanation. In the same manner, if
the explanation is given without distinction among the
HNB 200a, the HNB 200b, and the HNB 200c, they are
collectively referred to as a "HNB 200" during the expla-
nation. In the same manner, if the explanation is given
without distinction between the UE 300a and the UE
300b, they are collectively referred to as a "UE 300" dur-
ing the explanation.
[0017] The NB 100 is a wireless base station (i.e. a
macro wireless base station) which covers a macro cell
110 whose cell radius is about several km to dozen km
or several tens km. For example, in the example illustrat-
ed in FIG. 1, the NB 100a is a wireless base station which
covers a macro cell 110a, and the NB 100b is a wireless
base station which covers a macro cell 110b. The NB
100 performs wireless communication with the UE 300
located in the macro cell 110 covered by the NB 100. In
other words, the NB 100 establishes a communication
connection with the UE 300 located in the macro cell 110
covered by the NB 100, and the NB 100 transmits or
receives data to or from the UE 300. Moreover, the macro
cell 110 covered by each NB 100 may be constructed
such that a part of the macro cell 110 overlaps a part or
all of another macro cell 110 or such that all of the macro
cell 110 does not overlap another macro cell 110. In the
example illustrated in FIG. 1, a part of the macro cell 110a
overlaps a part of the macro cell 110b which is adjacent
to the macro cell 110a.
[0018] The HNB 200 is a wireless base station (i.e. a
home wireless base station) which covers a femto cell
210 whose cell radius is about several meters to dozen
meters or several tens meters. For example, in the ex-
ample illustrated in FIG. 1, the HNB 200a is a wireless
base station which covers a femto cell 210a, the HNB
200b is a wireless base station which covers a femto cell
210b, and the HNB 200c is a wireless base station which
covers a femto cell 210c. The HNB 200 performs the
wireless communication with the UE 300 located in the
femto cell 210 covered by the HNB 200. In other words,
the HNB 200 establishes the communication connection
with the UE 300 located in the femto cell 210 covered by
the HNB 200, and the HNB 200 actually performs the
wireless communication. Moreover, the femto cell 210
covered by each HNB 200 may be constructed such that
a part of the femto cell 210 overlaps a part or all of another
femto cell 210 or such that all of the femto cell 210 does
not overlap another femto cell 210. Moreover, the femto
cell 210 covered by each HNB 200 may be constructed
such that a part of the femto cell 210 overlaps a part or
all of the macro cell 110 or such that all of the femto cell
210 does not overlap the macro cell 110. In the example
illustrated in FIG. 1, all of each of the femto cell 210a and
the femto cell 210b overlaps the macro cell 110a, all of
the femto cell 210c overlaps the macro cell 110b, and a
part of the femto cell 210a overlaps a part of the femto
cell 210b which is adjacent to the femto cell 210a.
[0019] The UE 300 is a wireless terminal which estab-
lishes the communication connection with the NB 100
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corresponding to the macro cell 110 in which the UE 300
is located. The UE 300 transmits or receives the data
with the NB 100 corresponding to the macro cell 110 in
which the UE 300 is located. Moreover, the UE 300 is a
wireless terminal which establishes the communication
connection with the HNB 200 corresponding to the femto
cell 210 in which the UE 300 is located. The UE 300
transmits or receives the data with the HNB 200 corre-
sponding to the femto cell 210 in which the UE 300 is
located. The UE 300 can use various services or appli-
cations (e.g. a mail service, a voice communication serv-
ice, a WEB browsing service, a packet communication
service, and the like) via the NB 100 and the HNB 200
(moreover, via a not-illustrated upper station or the like
which is superior to and which is connected to the NB
100 and the HNB 200). As the UE 300, there are listed,
for example, a cell phone, a personal digital assistant
(PDA), and other various information devices including
a wireless communication function, as one example. In
other words, as the wireless communication system 1 in
the embodiment, for example, a cell phone system, a
mobile communication system, and the like are listed as
one example.
[0020] Incidentally, the example illustrated in FIG. 1
exemplifies the NB 100 which covers the macro cell 110
whose cell radius is about several km to dozen km or
several tens km and the HNB 200 which covers the femto
cell 210 whose cell radius of about several meters to
dozen meters or several tens meters. However, a wire-
less base station which covers a micro cell whose cell
radius is about several hundred meters to 1 km may be
disposed in addition to the NB 100 and the HNB 200.
Moreover, there may be disposed various wireless base
stations which cover the cell whose cell radius is a size
other than the aforementioned size.

(2) Block Diagram

[0021] With reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, an expla-
nation will be given on the structure of each of the HNB
200 and the UE 300 included in the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment.

(2-1) Block Diagram of HNB 200

[0022] With reference to FIG. 2, the structure of the
HNB 200 will be explained. FIG. 2 is a block diagram
illustrating one example of the structure of the HNB 200.
[0023] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the HNB 200 includes
a wireless transmission / reception processor 201, a radio
interference measurement part 202, a controller 203, and
a memory 204.
[0024] The wireless transmission / reception proces-
sor 201 transmits data generated on the controller 203
or the like, to the UE 300. Moreover, the wireless trans-
mission / reception processor 201 receives data trans-
mitted from the UE 300. Thus, the wireless transmission
/ reception processor 201 may include: a baseband

processing circuit for performing a baseband process in-
cluding a data coding process (e.g. error correction cod-
ing process using a convolutional code, a turbo code, or
the like) and a data decoding process or the like; a mod-
ulation circuit for performing a modulation process such
as QPSK modulation and 16QAM modulation; a demod-
ulation circuit for performing a demodulation process; a
RF circuit for adjusting a transmission power or a recep-
tion power; an antenna for transmitting or receiving radio
waves or electric waves; and the like.
[0025] The radio interference measurement part 202
constitutes one example of the "detector". The radio in-
terference measurement part 202 measures the degree
of radio interference which results from another HNB 200.
More specifically, the radio interference measurement
part 202 regularly or irregularly measures radio-field in-
tensity (in other words, an interference power value) emit-
ted from another HNB 200. Thus, the wireless transmis-
sion / reception processor 201 is preferably adapted to
receive wireless radio waves emitted from another HNB
200.
[0026] The controller 203 controls all the operations of
the HNB 200. As the controller 203, for example, a CPU
(Central Processor Unit) or the like which operates on
the basis of predetermined firmware is listed as one ex-
ample.
[0027] The controller 203 includes a radio interference
controller 205, a frequency change controller 206, and a
call processing controller 207. Such a processing block
may be realized, for example, as the operations of a par-
tial program of the firmware which defines the operations
of the controller 203. Such a processing block may be
realized as the operations of a program independent of
the firmware. Alternatively, the radio interference control-
ler 205, the frequency change controller 206, and the call
processing controller 207 may be realized as one circuit
independent of the controller 203.
[0028] The radio interference controller 205 consti-
tutes one example of the "detector". The radio interfer-
ence controller 205 judges whether or not the radio in-
terference occurs between the HNB 200 and another
HNB 200 on the basis of a measurement result measured
by the radio interference measurement part 202. More-
over, if the radio interference controller 205 judges that
the radio interference occurs between the HNB 200 and
another HNB 200, the radio interference controller 205
transmits a message indicating the occurrence of the ra-
dio interference to each of the frequency change control-
ler 206 and the call processing controller 207. Inciden-
tally, the operation of judging whether or not the radio
interference occurs will be detailed later (refer to FIG. 4
and FIG. 5 or the like).
[0029] Incidentally, in addition to or instead of judging
whether or not the radio interference occurs between the
HNB 200 and another HNB 200, the radio interference
controller 205 may also judge whether or not the radio
interference occurs between the HNB 200 and the NB
100. If the radio interference controller 205 judges wheth-
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er or not the radio interference occurs between the HNB
200 and the NB 100, the radio interference measurement
part 202 preferably measures the degree of the radio
interference which results from the NB 100, in addition
to or instead of measuring the degree of the radio inter-
ference which results from another HNB 200.
[0030] The frequency change controller 206 deter-
mines a frequency used by the HNB 200. If the radio
interference controller 205 judges that the radio interfer-
ence occurs, the frequency change controller 206 deter-
mines a frequency after the change and frequency
change timing in order to change the frequency used by
the HNB 200. Moreover, the frequency change controller
206 notifies the call processing controller 207 of each of
the frequency after the change and the frequency change
timing.
[0031] The call processing controller 207 constitutes
one example of the "transiting controller". The call
processing controller 207 controls the general call
processing between the HNB 200 and the UE 300. If the
radio interference controller 205 judges that the radio in-
terference occurs, the call processing controller 207
transmits a message, which is a message for transiting
the state of the UE 300 to a CELL_PCH (Cell Paging
Channel) state or a CELL_FACH (Cell Forward Access
Channel) state described later, to the UE 300 via the
wireless transmission / reception processor 201. At this
time, the call processing controller 207 may embed the
frequency after the change and the frequency change
timing determined on the frequency change controller
206, in the message transmitted to the UE 300.
[0032] The memory 204 includes a memory area for
temporarily storing the data used within the HNB 200.
Moreover, the memory 204 may include a memory area
or the like in which a program for performing the opera-
tions as the HNB 200 (i.e. firmware) is stored. As the
memory 204, a semiconductor memory such as a RAM
(Random Access Memory) and other various recording
media are listed as one example.

(2-2) Block Diagram of UE 300

[0033] With reference to FIG. 3, the structure of the
UE 300 will be explained. FIG. 3 is a block diagram illus-
trating one example of the structure of the UE 300.
[0034] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the UE 300 includes a
wireless transmission / reception processor 301, a com-
munication quality measurement part 302, a controller
303, and a memory 304.
[0035] The wireless transmission / reception proces-
sor 301 has the same structure as that of the wireless
transmission / reception processor 201 described above.
The wireless transmission / reception processor 301
transmits data generated on the controller 303 or the like,
to the NB 100 or the HNB 200. The wireless transmission
/ reception processor 301 receives data transmitted from
the NB 100 or the HNB 200. Thus, the wireless transmis-
sion / reception processor 301 includes, as in the afore-

mentioned wireless transmission / reception processor
201: a baseband processing circuit; a modulation circuit;
a demodulation circuit; a RF circuit; an antenna; and the
like.
[0036] The communication quality measurement part
302 measures wireless communication quality between
the UE 300 and the HNB 200.
[0037] The controller 303 controls all the operations of
the UE 300. As the controller 303, for example, a CPU
or the like which operates on the basis of predetermined
firmware is listed as one example.
[0038] The controller 303 includes a frequency change
controller 306 and a call processing controller 307. Such
a processing block may be realized, for example, as the
operations of a partial program of the firmware which
defines the operations of the controller 303. Such a
processing block may be realized as the operations of a
program independent of the firmware. Alternatively, the
frequency change controller 306 and the call processing
controller 307 may be realized as one circuit independent
of the controller 303.
[0039] The frequency change controller 306 deter-
mines a frequency used by the UE 300. If a message for
changing the frequency (i.e. the message including the
frequency after the change and the frequency change
timing described above) is transmitted from the HNB 200,
the frequency change controller 306 determines the fre-
quency after the change included in the message, as the
frequency used by the UE 300.
[0040] The call processing controller 307 controls the
general call processing between the HNB 200 and the
UE 300 and the general call processing between the NB
100 and the UE 300. If the call processing controller 307
receives the message for transiting the state of the UE
300 to the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state,
from the HNB 200, then, the call processing controller
307 controls the UE 300 to transit the state of the UE 300
to the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state. In ad-
dition, the call processing controller 307 notifies the fre-
quency change controller 306 of the frequency after the
change and the frequency change timing included in the
message.
[0041] The memory 304 includes a memory area for
temporarily storing the data used within the UE 300.
Moreover, the memory 304 may include a memory area
or the like in which a program for performing the opera-
tions as the UE 300 (i.e. firmware) is stored. As the mem-
ory 304, a semiconductor memory such as a RAM (Ran-
dom Access Memory) and other various recording media
are listed as one example.

(3) Explanation of Operation

[0042] With reference to FIG. 4, a flow of operation of
the wireless communication system 1 in the embodiment
will be explained. FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a flow
of operation of the wireless communication system 1 in
the embodiment.
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[0043] Here, an explanation will be given on a flow of
operation performed by one HNB 200 in a case where
(i) the one HNB 200 (e.g. the HNB 200b) judges whether
or not the radio interference occurs between the one HNB
200 and another HNB 200 (e.g. the HNB 200a) and the
one HNB 200 actually judges that the radio interference
occurs between the one HNB 200 and another HNB 200.
Moreover, hereinafter, an explanation will be given on an
example in a case where the wireless communication
system 1 complies with the 3G (3rd Generation: a third
mobile communication system, in other words, UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telecommunication System)) stand-
ard and packet communication is performed between the
HNB 200 and the UE 300.
[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the radio interference
measurement part 202 included in the HNB 200 regularly
or irregularly measures the degree of the radio interfer-
ence which results from another HNB 200 (e.g. radio field
intensity of another HNB 200) (step S11). Measurement
data (i.e. a measurement result) indicating the degree of
the radio interference which results from another HNB
200 is stored into the memory 204 by the operation of
the radio interference measurement part 202 (step S12).
Incidentally, the measurement data indicating the degree
of the radio interference which results from another HNB
200 may be directly transferred to the radio interference
controller 205, by the operation of the radio interference
measurement part 202. Incidentally, due to the sequen-
tial measurement of the degree of the radio interference
which results from another HNB 200, the measurement
data stored in the memory 204 is updated at each meas-
urement of the degree of the radio interference (the step
S12).
[0045] Now, with reference to FIG. 5, an explanation
will be given on one example of the measurement data
indicating the degree of the radio interference which re-
sults from another HNB 200 measured by the radio in-
terference measurement part 202. FIG. 5 is a table illus-
trating one example of the data structure of the meas-
urement data indicating the degree of the radio interfer-
ence which results from another HNB 200 measured by
the radio interference measurement part 202.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 5, the measurement data
has a database structure in which frequency f is associ-
ated with radio wave intensity (interference power value)
P. More specifically, the measurement data has a data-
base structure in which frequency f (f1, f2, ..., fn) whose
radio wave intensity is measured by the radio interfer-
ence measurement part 202 is associated with the meas-
ured radio wave intensity P (P1, P2, ..., Pn) at each fre-
quency f.
[0047] In FIG. 4 again, then, the radio interference con-
troller 205 included in the HNB 200 judges whether or
not the radio interference which results from another HNB
200 occurs on the basis of the measurement data indi-
cating the degree of the radio interference which results
from another HNB 200 measured by the radio interfer-
ence measurement part 202 (step S 13). Specifically, for

example, the radio interference controller 205 may judge
that the radio interference which results from another
HNB 200 occurs if the radio wave intensity corresponding
to the frequency used by the HNB 200 (i.e. the radio wave
intensity in the measurement data) exceeds a predeter-
mined threshold value. More specifically, if the HNB 200
uses the frequency f1, the radio interference controller
205 may judge that the radio interference with the other
HNB 200 occurs when the radio wave intensity P1 of the
frequency f1 included in the measurement data exceeds
a predetermined threshold value.
[0048] The above explanation states such a operation
that the HNB 200 judges whether or not the radio inter-
ference which results from another HNB 200 occurs, on
the basis of the radio wave intensity of the frequency
used by another HNB 200 which is directly measured by
the HNB 200. However, the HNB 200 may judge whether
or not the radio interference which results from another
HNB 200 occurs, on the basis of a message given from
the UE 300 to the HNB 200. The operations in this case
will be explained below.
[0049] Firstly, a message related to the radio interfer-
ence is transmitted from the UE 300 to the HNB 200 (step
S21). For example, if the deterioration of the wireless
communication quality is detected by the operation of the
communication quality measurement part 302 included
in the UE 300, a message indicating the deterioration of
the wireless communication quality (a communication
quality message) is transmitted to the HNB 200 by the
operation of the call processing controller 307 included
in the UE 300.
[0050] If the message related to the radio interference
is received by the HNB 200, the HNB 200 performs the
operations of the step S11 and the step S12. By this, the
measurement data stored in the memory 204 of the HNB
200 is updated. Then, the radio interference controller
205 included in the HNB 200 judges whether or not the
radio interference which results from another HNB 200
occurs on the basis of the updated measurement data
(the step S13). In this case, the HNB 200 may not regu-
larly measure the degree of the ratio interference which
results from another HNB 200 (e.g. the radio wave inten-
sity of another HNB 200). Therefore, it is possible to re-
duce the processing load of the HNB 200.
[0051] Incidentally, both of the operation of judging
whether or not the radio interference occurs on the basis
of the radio wave intensity of the frequency used by an-
other HNB 200 which is directly measured by the HNB
200 and the operation of judging whether or not the radio
interference occurs on the basis of the message given
from the UE 300 to the HNB 200 may not be performed
at the same time. For example, while the operation of
judging whether or not the radio interference occurs on
the basis of the radio wave intensity of the frequency
used by another HNB 200 which is directly measured by
the HNB 200 may be performed, the operation of judging
whether or not the radio interference occurs on the basis
of the message given from the UE 300 to the HNB 200
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may not be performed. In this case, the UE 300 may not
include the communication quality measurement part
302. In the same manner, while the operation of judging
whether or not the radio interference occurs on the basis
of the radio wave intensity of the frequency used by an-
other HNB 200 which is directly measured by the HNB
200 may not be performed, the operation of judging
whether or not the radio interference occurs on the basis
of the message given from the UE 300 to the HNB 200
may be performed.
[0052] There may be a plurality of UEs 300 in the femto
cell 210 covered by one HNB 200. Therefore, the HNB
200 may receive the messages related to the radio inter-
ference from the plurality of UEs 300 at the same time
or in tandem. In this case, after receiving the messages
related to the radio interference from the plurality of UEs
300 at the same time or in tandem, the HNB 200 may
not perform the measurement of the degree of the radio
interference which results from another HNB 200 (the
step S11) and the updating of the measurement data (the
step S12). In other words, after receiving the messages
related to the radio interference from the plurality of UEs
300 at the same time or in tandem, the HNB 200 may
judge whether or not the radio interference which results
from another HNB 200 occurs on the basis of the previ-
ously measured measurement data. By virtue of such
construction, while preferably judging whether or not the
radio interference occurs, it is possible to reduce the
processing load in the HNB 200 associated with the omis-
sion of the measurement operation.
[0053] Moreover, even if the measurement of the de-
gree of the radio interference which results from another
HNB 200 (the step S11) and the updating of the meas-
urement data (the step S12) require a relatively more
time, the HNB 200 may not perform the measurement of
the degree of the radio interference which results from
another HNB 200 (the step S11) and the updating of the
measurement data (the step S12). In other words, if it is
predicted that the measurement of the degree of the radio
interference which results from another HNB 200 (the
step S11) and the updating of the measurement data (the
step S12) require a relatively more time, the HNB 200
may judge whether or not the radio interference which
results from another HNB 200 occurs on the basis of the
previously measured measurement data. By virtue of
such construction, it is possible to reduce the processing
load in the HNB 200 associated with the omission of the
measurement operation.
[0054] As a result of the judgment in the step S 13, if
it is judged that the radio interference which results from
another HNB 200 does not occur (the step S13: No), the
operational flow returns to the step S11 again, and the
operation of judging whether or not the radio interference
occurs is continued.
[0055] On the other hand, as a result of the judgment
in the step S13, if it is judged that the radio interference
which results from another HNB 200 occurs (the step
S13: Yes), the frequency change controller 206 included

in the HNB 200 determines to change the frequency used
by the HNB 200 (step S14). At this time, the frequency
change controller 206 determines the frequency after the
change on the basis of the measurement data stored in
the memory 204. For example, the frequency change
controller 206 determines a frequency whose radio wave
interference is relatively small (e.g. smallest), as the fre-
quency after the change. At the same time, the frequency
change controller 206 determines the frequency change
timing.
[0056] Then, the call processing controller 207 includ-
ed in the HNB 200 performs control for transiting (altering
or switching) the state of the UE 300 which performs the
packet communication with the HNB 200 (in other words,
the state of the packet communication performed be-
tween the HNB 200 and the UE 300) to the CELL_PCH
state or the CELL_FACH state (step S15). More specif-
ically, the call processing controller 207 transmits a RRC
(Radio Resource Control): PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message, which includes an in-
struction to transit the state of the UE 300 to the CELL_
PCH state or the CELL_FACH state, to the UE 300. At
this time, the call processing controller 207 adds infor-
mation, which indicates each of the frequency after the
change and the frequency change timing determined in
the step S14, into the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message. In other words, the call
processing controller 207 transmits the RRC: PHYSICAL
CHANNEL RECONFIGURATION message for specify-
ing the frequency after the change and the frequency
change timing, to the UE 300, thereby transiting the state
of the UE 300 to the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH
state. Incidentally, the information indicating the frequen-
cy after the change is added into an "IE: Frequency info"
field included in the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message. Moreover, the frequen-
cy change timing is added into an "IE: Activation time"
field included in the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message.
[0057] Then, the frequency change controller 206 in-
cluded in the HNB 200 changes the frequency used by
the HNB 200 to the frequency after the change, in the
timing determined in the step S14 (step S16). Then, the
HNB 200 continues the packet communication with the
UE 300 by using the frequency after the change (step S
17).
[0058] On the other hand, the call processing controller
307 included in the UE 300, which receives the RRC:
PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGURATION message,
transmits a RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGU-
RATION COMPLETE message for confirming the recep-
tion of the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGU-
RATION message, to the HNB 200. Then, the frequency
change controller 306 included in the UE 300 changes
the frequency used by the UE 300 to the frequency after
the change, in the timing determined in the step S14 (step
S22). In other words, the frequency change controller
306 changes the frequency used by the UE 300, to the
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frequency included in the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message, in the timing included
in the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGURA-
TION message. At the same time, the call processing
controller 307 included in the UE 300 transmits a RRC:
CELL UPDATE message to the HNB 200 by using the
frequency after the change. Then, the call processing
controller 307 included in the UE 300 receives a RRC:
CELL UPDATE CONFIRM message, which is a re-
sponse message to the RRC: CELL UPDATE message,
from the HNB 200. As a result, the UE 300 changes the
state of the UE 300 to the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_
FACH state (step S23) and continues the packet com-
munication with the HNB 200 (step S24).
[0059] The operation of the wireless communication
system 1 will be explained, more specifically, with refer-
ence to FIG. 6 and FIG. 7. FIG. 6 is a block diagram
illustrating a configuration example in which the operation
of the wireless communication system 1 is performed.
FIG. 7 is a sequence diagram illustrating a flow of oper-
ation of the wireless communication system 1.
[0060] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the following explanation
is about an example in which (i) a part of the femto cell
210a covered by the HNB 200a overlaps a part of the
femto cell 210b covered by the HNB 200b, (ii) the UE
300a is disposed at a position where a part of the femto
cell 210a covered by the HNB 200a overlaps a part of
the femto cell 210b covered by the HNB 200b, (iii) both
the HNB 200a and the HNB 200b use the frequency f1,
and (iv) the UE 300a performs the packet communication
with the HNB 200b by using the frequency f1.
[0061] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the HNB 200b judges
that the radio interference which results from the HNB
200a occurs. Here, it is assumed that the HNB 200b de-
termines to change the frequency used by the HNB 200b
from the frequency f1 at which the radio interference oc-
curs to the frequency f3 at which the radio interference
is less or does not occur. In this case, the HNB 200b
transmits the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIG-
URATION message including the frequency f3 after the
change and timing T for changing to the frequency f3, to
the UE 300a which performs the packet communication
with the HNB 200b.
[0062] The UE 300a, which receives the RRC: PHYS-
ICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGURATION message, trans-
mits the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGURA-
TION COMPLETE message as the response message
to the HNB 200b. Then, the UE 300a changes the fre-
quency used by the UE 300a from the frequency f1 before
the change to the frequency f3 after the change, in the
timing T specified by the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL
RECONFIGURATION message. At the same time of or
after the change of the frequency, the UE 300a transmits
the RRC: CELL UPDATE message to the HNB 200b.
The HNB 200b, which receives the RRC: CELL UPDATE
message, transmits the RRC: CELL UPDATE CONFIRM
message to the UE 300a as the response message.
Then, the UE 300a, which receives the RRC: CELL UP-

DATE CONFIRM message, transits the state of the UE
300a to the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state.
[0063] Then, the HNB 200b and the UE 300a continue
the packet communication by using the frequency f3 after
the change. Therefore, it is possible to perform the pref-
erable packet communication without an influence of the
radio interference which occurs due to the use of the
frequency f1.
[0064] Incidentally, after that, the state of the UE 300
may be returned to the state corresponding to the com-
munication content again, depending on the data amount
in the packet communication. For example, if the packets
transmitted to the HNB 200 from the UE 300 have a rel-
atively large data amount, the state may be transited to
a state in which a desired communication rate can be
realized, by transmitting the RRC: CELL UPDATE mes-
sage (CELL_PCH state) or a RRC: MEASUREMENT
REPORT message (CELL_FACH state) from the UE
300. Alternatively, if the packets transmitted to the UE
300 from the HNB 200 have a relatively large data
amount, the state may be transited to a state in which a
desired communication rate can be realized, by trans-
mitting the RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIGU-
RATION message.
[0065] As explained above, according to the wireless
communication system 1 in the embodiment, if the radio
interference is detected, the state of the UE 300 which
performs the packet communication with the HNB 200
(in other words, the state of the packet communication
between the HNB 200 and the UE 300) is transited to the
CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state. Thus, if the
radio interference is detected, it is possible to change the
frequency used for the packet communication between
the HNB 200 and the UE 300 while the communication
connection between the HNB 200 and the UE 300 is kept
to be established. Thus, even if the HNB 200 and the UE
300 perform the packet communication, it is possible to
preferably limit or control an adverse influence of the ra-
dio interference while the communication connection is
kept to be established.
[0066] Moreover, according to the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment, it is possible to per-
form a countermeasure for limiting or controlling the ad-
verse influence of the radio interference while the com-
munication connection between the HNB 200 and the
UE 300 is kept to be established. In other words, accord-
ing to the wireless communication system 1 in the em-
bodiment, it is possible to perform the countermeasure
for limiting or controlling the adverse influence of the radio
interference without breaking the communication con-
nection between the HNB 200 and the UE 300. Thus, it
may not be necessary to perform an initial operation,
which may be required for the establishment of the com-
munication connection, every time the countermeasure
for limiting or controlling the adverse influence of the radio
interference is performed. Therefore, in comparison with
the HNB which performs the countermeasure for limiting
or controlling the adverse influence of the radio interfer-
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ence after temporarily breaking the communication con-
nection between the HNB 200 and the UE 300, it is pos-
sible to reduce the processing load or proceeding time
required for an operation of limiting or controlling the radio
interference.
[0067] Moreover, according to the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment, as the countermeas-
ure for limiting or controlling the adverse influence of the
radio interference, the frequency to be used is changed.
Thus, it is possible to surely perform the countermeasure
for limiting or controlling the adverse influence. Inciden-
tally, it is obvious that the adverse influence of the radio
interference may be limited or controlled by a counter-
measure other than the countermeasure of changing the
frequency to be used.
[0068] Moreover, according to the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment, the aforementioned
configuration can be realized by using the standardized
message (i.e. RRC: PHYSICAL CHANNEL RECONFIG-
URATION message) and the standardized state (i.e. the
CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state) both of which
comply with the 3G standard. Thus, the aforementioned
configuration can be realized with little or no change of
the physical structure of the HNB 200 and the UE 300.
Therefore, it is possible to apply the aforementioned wire-
less communication system 1 to the existing wireless
communication system 1, relatively easily.
[0069] Moreover, according to the wireless communi-
cation system 1 in the embodiment, the RRC: PHYSICAL
CHANNEL RECONFIGURATION message includes the
frequency after the change and the frequency change
timing. Thus, in both the HNB 200 and the UE 300, it is
possible to change the frequency to be used in synchro-
nization (in other words, at the same time). In other words,
it is possible to limit or control the occurrence of a tem-
poral shift in changing the frequency between the HNB
200 and the UE 300. In addition, it is possible to limit or
control the occurrence of a shift in the frequency itself
between the HNB 200 and the UE 300. Therefore, it is
possible to preferably prevent a disconnection of the
packet communication, which may result from the tem-
poral shift in changing the frequency and the shift in the
frequency itself, between the HNB 200 and the UE 300.
[0070] Incidentally, the aforementioned explanation is
about the wireless communication system 1 which com-
plies with the 3G standard. However, even in the wireless
communication system which complies with a standard
other than the 3G standard, the aforementioned various
effects can be received by transiting the state of the UE
300 to a state which is substantially same as the CELL_
PCH state or the CELL_FACH state in the 3G standard.
Alternatively, the aforementioned various effects can be
received by performing an operation which provides the
same result as that of the operation of transiting the state
of the UE 300 to the state which is substantially same as
the CELL_PCH state or the CELL_FACH state in the 3G
standard. In other words, even in an arbitrary wireless
communication system, the aforementioned various ef-

fects can be received by transiting the state of the UE
300 to a state in which the frequency is changed while
the communication connection between the HNB 200
and the UE 300 is kept to be established if the radio in-
terference is detected (or by changing the frequency to
be used if the radio interference is detected).
[0071] Moreover, the aforementioned explanation is
about the structure and operations of the HNB 200. How-
ever, the structure and operations of the HNB 200 can
be applied to the NB 100 and other various wireless base
stations. In other words, the NB 100 and the other various
wireless base stations may be constructed to have the
same structure as that of the HNB 200 and to perform
the same operations as those of the HNB 200. By virtue
of such construction, even if not only the HNB 200 but
also the NB 100 and the other various wireless base sta-
tions perform the packet communication with the UE 300,
it is possible to preferably limit or control the adverse
influence by the occurrence of the radio interference.
[0072] With regard to the embodiment explained
above, the following additional statements are further dis-
closed.

(Additional Statement 1)

[0073] A wireless base station for performing wireless
communication with a wireless terminal,
the wireless base station including:

a detector for detecting radio interference between
the wireless base station and another wireless base
station; and
a transiting controller for transiting a state of the wire-
less terminal, the wireless terminal performing the
wireless communication with the wireless base sta-
tion at the state, to a change state in which a fre-
quency used between the wireless base station and
the wireless terminal is changed while a communi-
cation connection between the wireless base station
and the wireless terminal is kept to be established,
upon detecting the radio interference.

(Additional Statement 2)

[0074] The wireless base station according to the ad-
ditional statement 1, wherein
the transiting controller transits the state of the wireless
terminal, the wireless terminal performing the wireless
communication with the wireless base terminal at the
state, to the change state, by transmitting a RRC (Radio
Resource Control): Physical Channel Reconfiguration
message to the wireless terminal.

(Additional Statement 3)

[0075] The wireless base station according to the ad-
ditional statement 2, wherein
the transiting controller transmits the RRC message in-
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cluding change information, the change information in-
dicating at least one of a frequency after change and
change timing of the frequency, to the wireless terminal.

(Additional Statement 4)

[0076] The wireless base station according to any one
of the additional statements 1 to 3, wherein
the change state is a CELL_PCH (Cell Paging Channel)
state or a CELL_FACH (Cell Forward Access Channel)
state.

(Additional Statement 5)

[0077] The wireless base station according to any one
of the additional statements 1 to 4, wherein
the wireless base station further includes a measuring
device for measuring radio wave intensity of a frequency
used by the another wireless base station and for updat-
ing a measurement result at each time of the measure-
ment,
the detector detects the radio interference between the
wireless base station and the another wireless base sta-
tion on the basis of the measurement result newly meas-
ured by the measuring device if a time length required
for the measurement of the radio wave intensity is less
than a predetermined time length,
the detector detects the radio interference between the
wireless base station and the another wireless base sta-
tion on the basis of the measurement result previously
updated by the measuring device if the time length re-
quired for the measurement of the radio wave intensity
is greater than or equal to the predetermined time length.

(Additional Statement 6)

[0078] The wireless base station according to any one
of the additional statements 1 to 5,
the wireless base station further includes a measuring
device for measuring radio wave intensity of a frequency
used by the another wireless base station and for updat-
ing a measurement result at each time of the measure-
ment,
the wireless terminal transmits a deterioration message,
the deterioration message indicating deterioration of
quality of the wireless communication performed by the
wireless terminal, to the wireless base station,
the detector detects the radio interference between the
wireless base station and the another wireless base sta-
tion on the basis of the measurement result newly meas-
ured by the measuring device if receiving the deteriora-
tion message from the wireless terminals, the number of
which is less than a predetermined number,
the detector detects the radio interference between the
wireless base station and the another wireless base sta-
tion on the basis of the measurement result previously
updated by the measuring device if receiving the deteri-
oration message from the wireless terminals, the number

of which is greater than or equal to the predetermined
number.

(Additional Statement 7)

[0079] A communication method in a wireless base
station for performing wireless communication with a
wireless terminal,
the communication method including:

a detecting process of detecting radio interference
between the wireless base station and another wire-
less base station; and
a transiting process of transiting a state of the wire-
less terminal, the wireless terminal performing the
wireless communication with the wireless base sta-
tion at the state, to a change state in which a fre-
quency used between the wireless base station and
the wireless terminal is changed while a communi-
cation connection between the wireless base station
and the wireless terminal is kept to be established,
upon detecting the radio interference.

[0080] All examples and conditional language recited
herein are intended for pedagogical purposes to aid the
reader in understanding the invention and the concepts
contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are
to be construed as being without limitation to such spe-
cifically recited examples and conditions, nor does the
organization of such examples in the specification relate
to a showing of the superiority and inferiority of the in-
vention. Although the embodiments of the present inven-
tion have been described in detail, it should be under-
stood that the various changes, substitutions, and alter-
ations could be made hereto without departing from the
scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A wireless base station for performing wireless com-
munication with a wireless terminal,
the wireless base station comprising:

a detector for detecting radio interference be-
tween the wireless base station and another
wireless base station; and
a transiting controller for transiting a state of the
wireless terminal, the wireless terminal perform-
ing the wireless communication with the wire-
less base station at the state, to a change state
in which a frequency used between the wireless
base station and the wireless terminal is
changed while a communication connection be-
tween the wireless base station and the wireless
terminal is kept to be established, upon detect-
ing the radio interference.
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2. The wireless base station according to claim 1,
wherein
the transiting controller transits the state of the wire-
less terminal, the wireless terminal performing the
wireless communication with the wireless base ter-
minal at the state, to the change state, by transmitting
a RRC (Radio Resource Control): Physical Channel
Reconfiguration message to the wireless terminal.

3. The wireless base station according to claim 2,
wherein
the transiting controller transmits the RRC message
including change information, the change informa-
tion indicating at least one of a frequency after
change and change timing of the frequency, to the
wireless terminal.

4. The wireless base station according to claim 1, 2, or
3, wherein the change state is a CELL_PCH (Cell
Paging Channel) state or a CELL_FACH (Cell For-
ward Access Channel) state.

5. A communication method in a wireless base station
for performing wireless communication with a wire-
less terminal,
the communication method comprising:

a detecting process of detecting radio interfer-
ence between the wireless base station and an-
other wireless base station; and
a transiting process of transiting a state of the
wireless terminal, the wireless terminal perform-
ing the wireless communication with the wire-
less base station at the state, to a change state
in which a frequency used between the wireless
base station and the wireless terminal is
changed while a communication connection be-
tween the wireless base station and the wireless
terminal is kept to be established, upon detect-
ing the radio interference.
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